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ABSTRACT

The aim of this special issue is to explore whether the term “National Indiﬀerence”
can be applied to the Baltic region, and in particular to the Baltic Germans. In the
second half of the nineteenth century and during World War I, their rootedness in
German culture and language brought them into conﬂict with national perceptions
of “Russianness” in the Russian Empire. After becoming citizens of interwar Estonia
and Latvia, their national aﬃliation continued to be questioned by nationalists. The
authors of this volume investigate Baltic Germans’ perceptions of belonging during
the nineteenth and the ﬁrst half of the twentieth Century. The articles explore
aspects of national ﬂexibility and identity perceptions beyond the national paradigm
in an era when the nation-state became the norm.
KEYWORDS national indiﬀerence; homeland; oﬃcial nationalism; census; Baltic Germans

The Baltic region has long been a heterogeneous, multiethnic space, homeland, and
emotional place of belonging for many ethnic groups, including Germans. This special
issue is dedicated to an in-depth discussion of Baltic German perceptions of belonging
in the nineteenth and twentieth century, proposing that national self-descriptions of
individuals in the Baltic region were more ﬂuid, hybrid, and ambiguous than population statistics from this region often have us believe. The contributors to this special
issue elaborate on the Baltics as a regional space, viewing its inhabitants as bearers of
local loyalties, and examining the cultural and national identiﬁcation of the German
speakers that lived in (and inﬂuenced) this multiethnic region until 1939.
In recent years, several authors have studied multiethnic spaces, focusing particularly on the Habsburg Empire. These authors stress that not all inhabitants of the
Habsburg Empire embraced only one national identity as previously supposed by
ethnographers, imperial statisticians, or national activists. The works of Gary Cohen
(1981, 2006), Jeremy King (2002), Pieter Judson (2006), and Tara Zahra (2010) have
demonstrated that ‘national ﬂexibility’ and ‘national indiﬀerence’ prevailed in multinational regions such as Austria–Hungary well into the twentieth century. Whereas
individuals who embraced an inclusionary, a-national approach, such as the prominent
journalist and politician Paul Schiemann (Hiden 2004), and the multiethnic metropolis
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of Riga (Hatlie 2014; Hirschhausen 2006; Oberländer and Wohlfart 2004; Wilhelmi
2002) have been documented and analyzed by several authors, the Baltic region as
a whole has not yet received the attention it deserves when it comes to questions of
national ﬂexibility, ambiguity, indiﬀerence, or a-nationalism.
The term ‘national indiﬀerence’ as deﬁned by Tara Zahra in her seminal article
Imagined Noncommunities: National Indiﬀerence as a Category of Analysis allows scholars to analyze ‘nationally ambivalent populations’ (Zahra 2010, 98). Even if the
applicability of the term ‘national indiﬀerence’ to the Baltic German minority needs
to be questioned, and the term will be critically assessed by the authors of this
volume, Zahra’s interventions are thought provoking and very relevant for the Baltic
region as well. Her approach oﬀers the necessary openness to examine Baltic
Germans – who should not be simply reduced to their German heritage – in a time
period when statisticians, administrators, politicians, and national activists tried to
label everyone within the framework of national categories.

Baltic homeland
In contemporary English, the term ‘Baltic’ refers to Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania.
However, the ﬁrst people to use the determiner baltisch (Baltic) in the 1850s were
not the region’s indigenous people but the German-speaking population (Berkholz
1882). By the 1880s, the term Balten (Balts) – without the supplement German – had
become the dominant self-identiﬁcation for Baltic Germans (Hirschhausen 2006, 358).
Even today, the self-designation of Baltic Germans and their descendants is
Deutschbalten (German Balts) with the stress on Balts, signaling that their perception
of belonging rests strongly on the aﬃliation with their Baltic homeland. The direct
German translation of ‘Baltic Germans’ would be Baltendeutsche. However, this term is
rejected by the majority of Baltic Germans and their descendants due to its origin and
connection to the German Ostforschung (research of the German East), and the fact
that the term gained particular popularity in the Nazi period with the goal of uniting
all Germans living abroad. Nevertheless, this special issue will use the English term
‘Baltic Germans’ consistently, following the habitual language use of English-language
publications.
The spatial term ‘Baltic’ originally referred to the provinces of Esthland, Livland, and
Kurland (Estonia, Livonia, and Courland), which represents the territory of present-day
Estonia and Latvia, excluding Lithuania and Latvia’s eastern province of Latgale. The
ﬁrst wave of German speakers settled on the Baltic shore (Old Livonia) at the end of
the twelfth century, ﬁrst as missionaries and crusaders, and then as Hanseatic merchants. The German-speaking nobility (in the countryside) as well as merchants and
burghers of mostly Germanic origin (in the towns) became the territory’s elite. In the
medieval and early modern period, an individual’s ‘estate’ established their social
status (Germ. Stand, Russ. sosloviye). This social structure split the population of the
Baltic region into a mostly German-speaking elite including the nobility, clergymen,
merchants, and burghers, and mostly Estonian- or Latvian-speaking enserfed peasants
craftsmen and servants: ‘Deutsche’ (Germans) and ‘Undeutsche’ (non-Germans) (Lenz
2004; Mühlen 1995). Until the beginning of the nineteenth century, belonging to the
German-speaking community was ﬁrst and foremost a social indicator. It did not
deﬁne one’s ethnicity but one’s standing in society. However, whether a person – in
a medieval or early modern era – was considered undeutsch was not necessarily a
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question of language. According to a decision by the Reval city council in 1621,
Estonian peasants in the countryside were subject to the laws pertaining to
Undeutsche, but free urban Estonians were not (Kala 2012, 28). An individual’s juridical
status, as well as residence and profession, was the key criteria, and they were more
important than one’s ethnic background. Nonethnic Germans could be (and were)
integrated into the German-speaking elite. ‘Becoming German’ was an accepted way
of moving up the social ladder, even as late as in the second half of the nineteenth
century.
By the mid 1800s, the term ‘baltisch’ became part of the public discourse. Up until
the nineteenth century, German identity in the Baltic region largely revolved around
aﬃliation with one of the three provinces, with its Baltic German inhabitants selfidentifying as Esthländer, Livländer, or Kurländer (Plath 2011, 84). In the mid-1800s, the
territory became known as the ‘Baltic provinces of the Russian Empire’ (Brüggemann
2012a, 113). Baltic Germans, especially the well-educated, liberal leaning literati (nonnobles with a higher education), constructed a new regional group identity or – in
Benedict Anderson’s terminology – started to form an ‘imagined community.’ They
thought of the Baltic region as their homeland and started promoting the term
‘baltisch’ with German-language journals named Baltische Monatsschrift (Baltic
monthly), established 1859, and Baltische Wochenschrift (Baltic weekly), established
1863. The very distinct advancement of the term becomes evident in an article on the
history of the word ‘baltisch’ dating from 1882. The editor of the Baltische
Monatsschrift, Georg Berkholz, proudly aﬃrmed the use and spread of the term ‘Baltic’:
In fact, we were able to even win ground abroad for the use of the term, which has been
applied by us for 25 years. We owe the acknowledgement and spread of the term to the books
by ‘Baltic’ authors writing about ‘Baltic’ things that have found attention abroad, so that one
has become accustomed – at least in literary and high society circles – to equate ‘Baltic’ with
‘Russian-Baltic,’ or more precisely with [the provinces of] Estonia, Livonia and Courland.
(Berkholz 1882, 522)

Berkholz’ remarks serve as an indication for the intentional construction of a regional
identity, stressing the close relationship of Baltic Germans to their space of belonging.
Analyzing Baltic Germans’ spatial identity and perceptions of Heimat (homeland),
Ulrike Plath has argued that ‘the “fatherland” was imagined in the early nineteenth
century as a territory that included the regional space of belonging (Estonia, Livonia
and Courland) with the political framework of the Russian Empire,’ or the space
‘between the Russian “fatherland” and the German “motherland”’ (Plath 2014,
59–60). It was possible for Baltic Germans to have more than one identity: a spatial
identity tied to their Baltic homeland, a cultural identity tied to German language and
heritage, and a political identity tied to the Russian Empire. However, multiple identities did not easily ﬁt into the parameters of cartographers and statisticians that
dominated nineteenth century discourse.

The power of the census: deﬁning national groups in the Baltic region
Scholars of nationalism have long identiﬁed the nineteenth century as a golden age
for ethnographers, lexicologists, and statisticians who were ‘mapping’ Europe’s
empires (Anderson [1983] 2006, Hobsbawm 1990). The Russian Empire was no exception in this endeavor to categorize populations, and the ﬁrst Russian imperial census
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was conducted in 1897. Interestingly, questions about narodnost’ (ethnicity) or natsional'nost’ (nationality) were not included in the 1897 census. By not adding enquiries
about narodnost’ and natsional nost’, Russian statisticians were following the recommendations of the 8th International Statistical Congress held in St. Petersburg in 1972.
The statisticians envisioned questions about nationality being necessary only when
asking foreigners about their origin and place of birth (Report of the International
Statistical Congress 1875, 38). According to scientiﬁc consensus at the time, questions
about ethnicity or nationality would not produce useful or measurable data. The
International Statistical Congress did, however, recommend that census makers
include a question about ‘language spoken’ in the household.
According to Juliette Cadiot, the concept of nationality was still weakly deﬁned in
the Russian Empire at the end of the nineteenth century (Cadiot 2005, 440).
Nevertheless, nationalist activism, including the promotion of ‘Russiﬁcation’ by
Russian nationalists, had been on the rise in the last three decades of the nineteenth
century, particularly aﬀecting the multiethnic regions of the Russian Empire. Pieter
Judson convincingly argued for the Habsburg Empire ‘the census helped produce the
concept of the language frontier as a border between distinct nations’ (Judson 2006,
15). The same was true for Imperial Russia where the Central Statistical Committee
responsible for evaluating the 1897 census determined that language signiﬁed one’s
belonging to a people (Cadiot 2005, 444). As a result, statisticians recorded 165,627
Germans in the Baltic provinces during the imperial census of 1897, which accounted
for 6.9% of the overall population of 2386,115 in that region (Bauer, Kappeler, and
Roth 1991, 75).
In the Baltic region, the Ritterschaften (nobility) had already conducted a census in
1881. The census results were published in four sets, one for each of the three
provinces of Estonia, Livonia, and Courland, and a separate one for the largest city
and regional capital Riga. In this census, statisticians recorded a person’s ‘preferably
spoken language’ and also ‘the nationality to which a person counts oneself’ (JungStilling and Anders 1883). It was thus possible to identify as a person who predominantly speaks German, while choosing another nationality. The most commonly
chosen ‘other nationalities’ for German speakers were Latvian, Estonian, Israeli, and
Russian. At the same time, the numbers of respondents, who claimed German nationality and German language, almost completely overlap: In Riga, 96.5% of those who
identiﬁed their nationality as ‘German’ also recorded German as their ‘preferably
spoken language’ (Jung-Stilling and Anders 1883, 126). The numbers for the other
Baltic provinces were similar. At this point, we could argue that, for the vast majority
of Baltic Germans, their identiﬁcation with the German nationality correlated with
German as their main language, indicating a strong aﬃliation with ‘Germanness,’ and
stop further enquiries. Yet, it is crucial to take into account on what deﬁnition of
nationality the statisticians based their study.
In the preface to their publication, Jung-Stilling and Anders note, ‘nationality
should be understood as the national sphere of education and culture that each
individual avows oneself to’ (Jung-Stilling and Anders 1883). This resonates with
Herder’s deﬁnition of nationality as a Kulturnation (cultural nation) and suggests that
cultural aﬃliation – and not political nationalism – was the decisive notion to determine one’s nationality among Baltic Germans at that time. Jung-Stilling and Anders
also remark that ‘instead of the cultural deﬁnition, other aspects, such as ethnicity or
citizenship, seem to have been decisive for answering the [nationality] question.’ They
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conclude ‘with such disparities in answering this question, we have to refer to the
tables that are recording language, which also in our census have turned out to be the
relatively best indicator for nationality.’ Once again, Judson’s language frontier
emerges as the key factor. This stresses the absoluteness of language as a determining
factor for nationhood in late nineteenth century Europe.
As several researchers, including Tara Zahra, have noted, the main problem of these
census data and the excessive focus on language as a main determiner for one’s
nationality is that people in multicultural settings feel forced to make a choice when
asked about their ‘preferably spoken language,’ a choice that they might change
afterwards (Brown 2004; Judson 2006; Zahra 2010). Census data reveal very little
about bilingual individuals – who were common in multiethnic places like the
Baltics – and even less about their perception of belonging. Out the 847,923 inhabitants in the province of Livonia, census statisticians recorded 828 individuals whose
‘preferably spoken language could not be determined’ (Jung-Stilling and W. Anders
1883). This seems to be a small number of clearly ‘indiﬀerent’ individuals, less than
0.1% of the total population. However, it is even more important to take into account
that many bilingual speakers were likely to change their answers later, depending on
the political situation. Even statisticians, such as those responsible for conducting a
nationality count in the Riga police district in August 1917, concluded that ‘because of
the political situation at the time and the pressure being put on the Germans …
nationally unidentiﬁed persons in mixed-language areas certainly did not count
themselves as Germans’ (Hatlie 2014, 325). The ambiguity related to these switches
of national belonging is a phenomenon that needs to be studied further.

Oﬃcial nationalism, popular nationalism, and the revolution of 1905
Another aspect not addressed by questions about language and nationality in the
1881 Baltic census was political orientation. Politically, the majority of Baltic Germans
still strongly aligned themselves with the Russian Empire, and as a result, the majority
has aptly been characterized as ‘the tsar’s loyal Germans’ (Henriksson 1983). This
strong adherence to the tsar and their Baltic homeland corresponds to Tara Zahra’s
observation of national indiﬀerence as ‘a premodern relic, a reﬂection of local, regional, dynastic, or religious loyalties that were gradually wiped out by the forces of
modernization, state building, and modern mass politics’ (Zahra 2010, 98). Until the
beginning of World War I, the majority of Baltic Germans continued to be loyal to their
Russian fatherland (Hirschhausen 2006, 335). They continued to regard the tsar as their
guardian, as expressed, for instance, by Alexander Count of Keyserling in 1889: ‘The
Baltic provinces have to seek the Russian nation’s sympathy and protection’
(Pistohlkors 1994, 382).
When analyzing questions of national belonging in the Baltic region in this time
period, yet another factor needs to be taken into account: the increasingly dominant
nature of the nationality question in the political discourse of the Russian Empire
between the 1860s and 1905. The inﬂuence of nationalist activism found one expression in the ‘oﬃcial nationalism’ of the tsarist government (Anderson [1983] 2006, 87).
By the means of ‘Russiﬁcation’ Alexander III (1881–1894) aimed for a centralization of
power and the expansion of Russian as lingua franca and working language in the
hitherto non-Russian provinces. Even though Russiﬁcation was not very successful
(Weeks 1996), and never attempted to turn Baltic Germans into Russians (Brüggemann
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2012b), the policies of introducing Russian as an administrative language and as the
teaching language in schools and at the University of Dorpat had decisive impact on
the daily life of Baltic Germans. At the same time, popular nationalism gained support
in the Baltics, with Latvian and Estonian intellectuals becoming increasingly vocal and
political in their ambition for linguistic, cultural, and social emancipation.
From the Baltic German point of view, the Russian national discourse that accompanied ‘Russiﬁcation’ was characterized by the radical rhetoric of Slavophiles like Iurii
Fedorovich Samarin, who accused Baltic Germans of being traitors and enemies of
Russia because of their adherence to German traditions, regional autonomy, and
privileges in the Baltic provinces (Brüggemann 2012a). This nationalized discourse
aﬀected Baltic Germans, who felt the need to safeguard their German traditions
against what they perceived as assimilatory policies of the Russian Empire. Yet, it
would be wrong to equate historian Carl Schirren’s Livonian Reply of 1869 and his
famous paradigm Feststehen (holding fast onto German traditions) with political
German nationalism. Schirren’s reply shows no orientation toward the emerging
German Empire of Wilhelm I, even if Schirren himself ended up moving to Germany
after losing his teaching position at the University of Dorpat. Instead, it was aimed at
preserving the German culture in the Baltic region while upholding the traditional
dynastic principle and regional legal traditions.
With the Revolution of 1905, the ‘springtime of the peoples’ (Kappeler 2001, 329),
political nationalism became a triumphant force in the Russian Empire. The ongoing
eﬀorts of the imperial Russian center to modernize and ‘streamline’ the empire by
centralization and ‘Russiﬁcation’ were now topped by popular nationalist revolts in
parts of the Russian Empire, such as the Baltic provinces, where class conﬂict turned
into national conﬂict. A web of nationalist activism entangled the Baltic region (Benz
1989; Henriksson 2009). As a numerical minority in the European borderlands, notorious for their adherence to traditional privileges (from the point of view of the of the
Russian imperial government), as well as due to their status as an elite group (from the
perspective of indigenous Estonians and Latvians), Baltic Germans essentially fell
victim to both forms of nationalism in the course of three decades: ﬁrst, to Imperial
Russia’s oﬃcial nationalism in the form of ‘Russiﬁcation,’ and second, to popular
nationalism led by Latvian and Estonian national activists ﬁghting for social rights
and national self-determination. It became increasingly diﬃcult for Baltic Germans to
advocate successfully for self-determination as German-speaking Balts, proud of their
German heritage and culture, but with a strong regional Baltic identity and a ﬁrm
sense of loyalty to the Russian tsar. Despite of being in an elitist position with access
to resources and the political power circle in St. Petersburg, Baltic Germans got caught
up in a web of diﬀerent strains of nationalism. Invoking their regional identity as
Balten was one way of dealing with the rise of nationalism (Hirschhausen 2006, 359).
Turning toward their German motherland and seeking assistance in the unity with
fellow Germans was another common strategy (Henriksson 2009, 165).
Frightened by the revolutionary activism of Latvians and Estonians, which culminated in the destruction of manor houses and the death of dozens of Baltic German
nobles and clergymen in 1905 and 1906, Baltic Germans felt the need to protect their
way of life. For a brief period (1905–1914), the eﬀorts to combat the revolution led to a
consolidation of the old dynastic forces – a ‘coalition in retreat’ between the tsarist
military and Baltic German elites (Brüggemann 2012b, 48). Yet, at the same time, Baltic
Germans felt the urge to (re)unite their German forces and claim control of what they
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saw as their Baltic homeland. After the October Manifesto of 1905 allowed national
organizations, the founding of numerous associations with ‘German’ in their name
marked the arrival of political nationalism in the Baltic provinces (Hackmann 2012).
Baltic German elites also started to appeal to Berlin for assistance, in addition to
St. Petersburg, while simultaneously upholding their oaths of loyalty to the Russian
tsar (Pistohlkors 1982). This turn toward the German Empire and the German emperor,
however, must be interpreted as the reaction of a minority that felt pushed into a
corner by a combination of oﬃcial (Russian) and popular (Latvian and Estonian)
nationalism.
In both the run up to World War I and during the war, loyalty – to the German
Emperor versus the Russian Tsar – became an increasingly divisive issue amongst the
Baltic German population. While one can point out certain emerging trends from 1905
to the 1920s, questions of national belonging in the Baltic region in this time period
were seldom clear-cut and often a matter of personal preferences. This divisiveness is
why it is crucial to take biographical data, memoirs, and individual narratives into
account when studying national belonging in the Baltic region as several authors in
this special issue have done.
The articles of this volume use Tara Zahra’s deﬁnition of the term ‘national indifference’ as a starting point in order to analyze Baltic Germans’ perceptions of belonging in the ‘nationalized’ atmosphere of the late nineteenth and early twentieth
century. The aim of these studies is to approach Baltic German’s sense of belonging
without presupposing that their primary (and only) identity marker was their German
language. The authors are proposing answers to Tara Zahra’s challenge to ‘assume
indiﬀerence and investigate how and why people allied themselves politically, culturally and socially from the ground up’ (Zahra 2010, 118).
In their critical discussion of Zahra’s term and the premises she makes, Per Bolin
and Christina Douglas point out that we need to be careful and not use the term
‘national indiﬀerence’ too broadly, in order to avoid conﬂating too many diﬀerent
attitudes under one term. The authors of this volume have carefully analyzed Baltic
German perceptions of belonging, arguing that whereas Tara Zahra’s intervention and
the discussion about ‘national indiﬀerence’ in multiethnic settings are a useful starting
place for a dialogue, terms such as national ambiguity, a-nationalism, or hybridity
might be more applicable for the Baltic context.
Several of the articles in this issue stress that Baltic Germans were an unusual
minority group. In contrast to most of Zahra’s examples from the Habsburg
Empire and the Czech, Polish, or Ukrainian borderlands, Baltic Germans were
neither politically unaware and unorganized, nor disenfranchised. On average,
they were well educated and belonged to the top strata of society. As such, they
were very much aware of their German heritage. A deﬁnition of ‘national indifference’ that implies ‘national unawareness’ therefore does not ﬁt. Because of
their elite status, Baltic Germans had a ‘virtual monopoly on provincial sociopolitical power’ (Plakans 2005, 8). Their leaders were exceptionally well connected
to the circles of power in Imperial Russia, as well as in (to a lesser extent) Imperial
and Weimar Germany. As two of the articles in this special issue will show, some
Baltic Germans, particularly the business elite, also managed to establish very
good connections with the Estonian and Latvian government once these new
nation-states had been founded.
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Chronologically, the collection of six articles united in this volume spans from the
mid-nineteenth century, when the national question ﬁrst became virulent in the Baltic
region, to the interwar period and the occupation of the Baltic lands by Nazi forces
during World War II. One article goes beyond the Baltic Germans’ resettlement to Nazi
Germany in 1939, discussing the return of Baltic Germans as members of the Nazi
occupation forces.
The articles of this volume show that Baltic Germans cannot be seen as a monolithic bloc. Depending on other determiners of their identity – such as gender,
profession, binational origins, or other speciﬁc individual circumstances – perceptions
of belonging, of loyalty, and of nationality could vary, particular in uncertain and
turbulent political times. However, a uniting scheme is the notion of a Baltic Heimat
(homeland), which Baltic Germans kept alive, even after the majority of them had
accepted the relocation and subsequent loss of their traditional homeland in 1939. As
Tilman Plath shows in his article on two Baltic Germans who returned to their Baltic
homeland in 1941 as members of the Nazi administration, even the ultranationalism
and racism present in Nazi occupied Riga left the possibility for a special local loyalty, a
perception of belonging to the Baltic lands, and a feeling of companionship with the
native Latvian population open.
The articles by Per Bolin and Christina Douglas as well as Anja Wilhelmi explore the
gender-nationality nexus by looking at the behavior of Baltic German women as
bearers of German culture. They identify Baltic German women as important agents
in the struggle to preserve German traditions and culture. Anja Wilhelmi discloses a
nationally ambivalent political attitude among Baltic German women. She argues that
their political convictions largely rested within an established framework that, up until
World War I, was oriented toward the tsar. At the same time, she stresses that
resistance to Russiﬁcation led some women distance themselves from the Russian
Empire. Per Bolin and Christina Douglas ﬁnd that Baltic German responses both to
Russiﬁcation and to the Revolution 1905 show no signs of national indiﬀerence.
Instead, they point to German associations founded after 1905, particularly the
German Women’s Leagues, and maintain that these associations had the speciﬁc
goal to preserve national German characteristics in the Baltics. Anja Wilhelmi discusses
women’s perceptions of belonging during World War I, when the Baltic provinces
were split between a German-occupied south and a north held by Russian forces. She
shows that Baltic German women were torn between their traditional dynastic loyalty
to the tsar and their desire to help fellow Germans, particularly German prisoners
of war.
David Feest and Katja Wezel discuss individuals and organizations operating in
ﬁnance and trade, thus exploring the development of a national agenda (or the
lack thereof) from an economic angle. Katja Wezel classiﬁes the entrepreneurs
organized in Riga’s Börsenkomittee (Commerce Committee) as nationally ambiguous, ﬂexible, and pragmatic. She maintains that Riga’s Baltic German entrepreneurs
stayed loyal to the tsar until 1914 and began to orient themselves toward the
German Empire only when war, revolution, and the evacuation of Riga’s port
facilities and industries deprived them of their economic livelihood. She argues
that the primary reason for the economic elite’s support of an incorporation of the
Baltic provinces into the German Empire in 1918 was the search for a new guardian
that could guarantee economic stability. David Feest takes a biographical approach
and focuses on Klaus Scheel, a Baltic German/Estonian banker who made his
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money in the gold trade with Soviet Russia in the 1920s. He interprets Scheel not
as ‘nationally indiﬀerent’ – arguing that Scheel was clearly very much aware of his
Baltic German origins – but rather as an a-national person, someone who moved
freely between Estonian and Baltic German high society and within the transnational banking networks.
Of particular interest are the various changes of political circumstances in the Baltic
region in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century. Four of the articles collected in this
volume touch upon or primarily focus on the interwar period, when Estonia and Latvia
ﬁnally became nation-states and the Baltic Germans lost their elite status. Those who
could not (or did not want to) adapt to the new political situation – such as many
members of the Baltic German nobility – left the Baltics. The in-depth discussion of
individuals such as the banker Klaus Scheel by David Feest, and the politician Paul
Schiemann by Adam Brode, shows how Baltic Germans adjusted their agenda to the
new political environment. David Feest demonstrates that this reorientation was
easiest for individuals such as the banker Scheel, who had no national agenda but
rather used all opportunities and networks available – in Soviet Russia, Weimar
Germany, and Estonia – to enhance his professional career.
Per Bolin and Christina Douglas argue that Baltic Germans in interwar Latvia limited
their agenda to the aim of cultural autonomy as a minority group, partly for pragmatic
reasons, while still holding onto hierarchical beliefs that presupposed a special place for
Germans in the Baltic region. In places such as the new Latvian capital of Riga, where
Baltic Germans still held considerable socioeconomic power, we see a continuation of
the disputes from the Revolutions of 1905/1917 between the former Baltic German elite
and the new Latvian elite, and the impact of national activists who interpreted social
relations primarily along ethnic lines. Adam Brode’s discussion of symbolic places such as
the Riga Cathedral, and the process of the Baltic German dispossession in 1931, demonstrates how ethnic and civic deﬁnitions of nationhood clashed in an overly nationalized
atmosphere propelled by economic problems and questions of socioeconomic agency.
The interwar era is also interesting for scholars of interethnic and intercultural conﬂicts
today: the willingness of many Baltic Germans to integrate and adapt to the new political
circumstances can provide lessons for the current interethnic conﬂicts with the Russian
minority in Estonia and Latvia. The examples of this volume illustrate an overall remarkable ‘national ﬂexibility’ and a clear focus on a spatial identity as Baltic Germans. This also
allowed Baltic Germans to develop a sense of loyalty to the new nation-states under
Estonian and Latvian leadership – as long as cultural autonomy and the right to maintain
their German heritage and language were provided.
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